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1. Introduction

This project revolves around simulating a small society primarily meant for video game
usage. We focused on making the experience unique from other video game civilian
simulations. Especially when it comes to body language, unique personalities and
interactions with other actors. Another big part of the simulation involves making all
behavior dependant on in-game time.

1.1 The Plan
All civilians follow their routine, those that have jobs go to work at a certain time and
when they have free time they will roam around. How they spend their free time
depends on their personality, a lazy civilian is more likely to sit down and relax, the
active ones will go for a stroll or chat with other civilians. At the end of the day most
civilians that do not work during night or are not night owls will go to bed.

1.2 Inspiration and purpose
When we were working on the game we discussed between ourselves how great it
would be to have whole towns to immerse ourselves in to give players a sense of
belonging and also feeling at home within the game. Routines we figured could offer
interesting gameplay opportunities such as making shops only open during certain
hours and more. We researched similar titles in an attempt to revolutionize the system
in any way and our instructor actually came up with some really strong arguments
towards fleshing out the behavior system and body language. We speculated that what
caused the drawbacks of other civilian systems, especially older video games, was that
there was a lack of sociologists working on the developer team. This influenced which
instructor we decided to work with as we thought someone with a strong background in
topics related to the questions we were asking was crucial to innovate.

1.3 Built within an existing video game
The project is built within an existing video game called “Wake World”.

Wake World is a multiplayer open world RPG game that focuses on sailing the world's
oceans and exploring islands scattered all around. The game is developed by Hrafnkell



Þorri Þrastarson and Erla Óskarsdóttir who are both members of the civilian AI project.
We have been working on the game since July 2021.

By building the project inside the video game that we are already working on we can
fuse together the interaction system and character controller that we have worked on
previously to ensure the players and testers can smoothly interact with the community.

As mentioned before, body language is a big factor of the project, also we really want
the players to feel immersed in the community, dialogue is a big part of that feeling. We
developed a localized dialogue system that is linked to the routine and personality so
that we could generate dialogue and not rely on making every single dialogue by hand.
We will also develop tools that should make dialogue writing more fluid.

We made a waypoint system to keep the civilians on the streets as there is nothing
simple offered by Unity’s navigation package. There is also multiplayer support for
almost all the functionality in the demo town, even though that was not the main focus of
the project

Figure 1.3.1: The steam page of Wake World the video game that will act as a template for this
project.



Figure 1.3.2: A player gazes at a new island in the distance.

The plan for all the dialogue in the finished project is to act as if the player has newly
arrived on a small island, not knowing any of the NPCs in the town. This will happen
frequently in the finished game and that gives us a really good reference point
gameplay wise.

1.4 Instructor
Our instructor for this semester and project is Hannes Högni, a teacher at Háskólinn í
Reykjavík. He is unrivaled when it comes to simulating virtual humans and has over two
decades of experience. His deep knowledge of both computer science combined with
sociology gave us a massive advantage and we couldn't think of asking anyone else to
instruct us during this project.



2. State Machines

We utilized multiple state machines for this project. It was decided to split each type of
routine into a separate state machine which ultimately formed a state machine tree. It
consists of a roaming, work and a chat state machine which are all connected through a
script called Civilian AI. The Civilian AI component samples the in-game time and
decides whether the work state machine or the roaming state machine is running.

Figure 2.1: State Machines for the project

2.1 Work States
The work state machine does what you might think and it also keeps track of tools like
the fishing rod of the fisherman and also it activates the correct state machine
depending on the work assigned to the NPC. Each job has a state machine which
inherits from a parent work script, it only has two states so far, at work and going to
work. This would allow for flexibility and customizability during work but we didn't really
do anything with this system as we didn't find any explicit need for it so far. Most jobs
only have two positions which allows a worker to rotate between stations in a workplace
but many have just a single main position like the cashier.



2.2 Roaming States
The roaming statemachine is the biggest and most important in our opinion. It oversees
all the roaming behavior such as strolling, viewing/browsing and going to bed. This was
often seen as the main state machine because it connects all the other behaviors to
each other. It is technically not the main state machine, it is a child to the Civilian AI.
Both the chatting machine and work machine are activated through the roaming
machine, so there is never a possibility for all state machines to be inactive even when
the NPC is sleeping.

2.3 Chatting States
Then there is the chatting state machine which was added very late into development.
The chatting state refers to civilians chatting with each other. We felt it necessary to be
its own separate state to ensure that everything regarding the chat could be
customized. We ran into the first issue which was, how could we ensure that both NPCs
start the chat with each other. This was solved by ensuring both NPCs knew that the
other wanted to talk to them and none of them were in a state that banned chatting,
such as sleeping or working. We also wanted one of the civilians to lead the chat so the
code could be written in one script that would steer both NPCs during the discussion.
We ended up using the photon view ID which is always a unique integer number. The
NPC with the higher ID leads the chat which worked perfectly.

2.4 State Machines vs Behavior Trees
Initially we considered behavior trees instead of state machines and even started
getting some behavior working. But once we realized that they were way more dynamic
than what we needed we decided to go back to the state machines as we didn't really
want multiple behaviors in each state as there was almost always one or two at most
needed.

When we were testing the routines it became clear to us that there was a need for a fail
state which we solved by making the AI re-roll the “SetState()” function which would
then also decide if the civilian should remain in the same state.

Most of the issues we had outside of the decision making had to do with third party
components. These components messed up our animations which had no effect on the
state of course. But these issues were resolved by turning them off when the NPCs
were sitting or sleeping for example.



3. Dialogue System

The dialogue system was actually the first system that was implemented. We analyzed
our needs and decided on not using a third party solution for this. Mainly because we
feel like we have to have perfect control of it and also the experience of making a
dialogue tree was really exciting to us both.

Figure 3.1: Structure of the dialogue tree

3.1 Design and Structure of Dialogue Trees
It was decided that this system had to be really modular and flexible so we started off
making a dialogue event script that became the parent to all other dialogue scripts. This
is a system that really needed a custom tool for ease of usage and so we did exactly
that.

After we got simple dialogue events sorted out we added branches. There are a
maximum of four branches allowed which enables buttons on the UI that allow the user
to choose the path through the dialogue tree. There is also an option for each dialogue
to have a go back field where you can connect a dialogue event so that the dialogue
can loop back to the start or anywhere in the dialogue tree.

The dialogue system itself is quite simple. Each segment of dialogue is a game object
child in the civilian. The UI fetches the proper dialogue piece and presents it to the
player. Like mentioned before there are many different types of dialogues. These
dialogues are switched into two categories.



There are two categories of dialogue and we decided to split them into the dynamic and
manual categories. Dynamic means the dialogue is pulled from a file like when the NPC
comments on the current weather and should never come up twice in a row when
talking to the same NPC as long as there is more than one string for the current weather
type. Manual means the dialogue is manually written for that specific instance.
The Dialogue types are the following:

● Regular Dialogue (Manual)
● Regular Work Dialogue (Manual)
● Branching Dialogue (Mixed)
● Comment on weather (Dynamic)
● Greetings (Dynamic)

3.2 Expressions
The main expression of the NPC is definitely the animation system, even though it’s
quite simple to play these animations they make the most difference seeing the NPCs
moving their wrists and shoulders while they are talking.

We added specific animation triggers to the events, meaning we could easily assign a
feeling to a specific piece of dialogue, like making the NPC laugh when the player tells
them a joke, or expressing anger when insulted.

Another very important part of the NPC expressions is the mouth flapping. We made the
NPC pronounce the letters O and I randomly when the text is running. This came out
surprisingly well and we didn't have any issues with this for the rest of the project.



Figure 3.2.1: Tamia mid sentence shows the blend shapes moving the mouth.

3.2 Localization And Data Storage
Something we added late on in the process was localization support. Unity has a really
good support for localizing strings for the UI but it’s not possible to use it for something
like big text pieces. The localization system is built from structs and it is the first time we
used something like this in Unity and it was surprisingly useful.

We decided against storing the dialogue in scriptable objects even though we might be
the biggest fans of using them everytime we can. The reason is that we didn't want to
store hundreds of scriptable objects in folders because it becomes hard to keep track of
which ones are in use and if accidentally deleted we would have to roll back.

The method of having one game object per dialogue seems to work really well for this
use case. We are aware that each gameobject has a performance overhead but it
seems very small and was not noticeable when we tried putting extreme amounts of
lorem ipsum filled dialogue on all the villagers.

We are open to this system not being optimal in the future, but at the moment nothing
points towards this system being worse than using scriptable objects in any form. We



also couldn’t find a way to bypass one gameobject per dialogue while keeping all the
dialogue different types without making a bloated scriptable object text parsing system.

The civilians work perfectly when dynamically loaded and unloaded, so any potential
video game would not have to worry about memory management as they can be
offloaded along with their town when the distance between them and the player
becomes large enough. This supports our decision to use gameobjects as dialogue
containers in this use case.



4. Navigation

We have worked on a few similar civilian projects so right from the start we recognized
that we needed to somehow get the civilians to follow a path leading them to their
destination. The standard Unity navigation component has no way to define any
“Waypoints” per say like a sidewalk, except for manually placing cost zones. But placing
huge trigger colliders everywhere goes against our goal of making a system that is
really flexible and easy to work with.

4.1 Custom waypoints and traffic management
We decided to use an object placer to place empty gameobjects tagged as waypoints.
The NPCs sample each of the waypoints on the island or town (depending on their
environment) and find only the waypoints between them and their destinations, then we
also make sure they don't pick a way point too close so they don’t oversteer which does
not look good at all.

Figure 4.1.1: Town square surrounded by waypoints.

We detected a down side to this approach when there are a lot of NPCs in proximity of
each other when every NPC wanted to use the same waypoint resulting in them
bunching up which does not look human at all and would definitely shatter the
immersion of the players.

A simple solution to this problem involved making the NPC “traffic” follow the right side,
Sort of like a road system for cars. So instead of making the NPC target the waypoints



directly we made them target one meter to the right of them relative to their rotation, this
eliminated all fighting over points.

There is also a small safety net for the waypoint navigation. Once the optimal waypoint
is found the civilian determines if it can reach it. If it can’t it finds another waypoint or
destination.

At this point we tried running the simulation overnight and all occurrences of NPCs
becoming stuck seemed to be eliminated.

The last feature we added to the waypoint system involves reducing zig zagging.
This happens when the NPC finds a point which is in the opposite direction of their
current heading causing the NPC to turn around which ends up with the NPCs taking a
really long zig zagging route following every acceptable waypoint on the way.

4.2 Reducing the oversteering problem
This seemed like a huge problem as seeing the NPCs twisting around every other
waypoint looked really unnatural. We tried a couple of really complex fixes but in the
end settled on a really simple angle check.
It works by only checking if the waypoint is between the NPC “and” checking if the angle
from the NPC to the waypoint is less than 90 degrees, this system reduces the usage of
the waypoints by a lot and the smaller the waypoint angle is the less the zig zagging
becomes but also reduces the original path following.

This method of waypoint following can definitely be improved but at this stage we felt
happy with the results, we were still seeing NPCs occasionally travel off the road but to
be honest we thought there was nothing unnatural with that as long as the main travel
route follows the roads.

4.3 Building for scale
The waypoint system is not only used for waypoints which the NPCs use to follow
paths, viewing points, sitting points and more are also stored alongside the waypoints

At first the waypoint system was built with the singleton pattern in mind where the
singleton would find all the waypoints, viewing points and sitting points that are active in
the world, we soon realized that this might cause issues once level streaming is
introduced as the system would sometimes not find all active waypoints and this would



disturb the ai as the waypoint array would change a lot, in addition to this we were also
seeing an NPC trying to walk between islands! Of Course he didn't get far but nothing
was stopping the navagent from trying. We solved the problem of the NPC trying to
move between two unconnected paths by checking if he could finish the route before
allowing him to commit to it. But even with that we felt the system was not robust
enough.

This is when we switch the Waypoint Manager singleton into a transient component that
only checks its child object for waypoints, this component can be assigned to each
zone, be that an island or town. This way we can load the waypoints in the editor and
not rely on the run time to filter the appropriate waypoints in a single location, this is also
more performant because it means that the NPCs do not need to go through each
waypoint in the world but only the ones in their town, zone, or island depending on the
choice of the designer. We tested this system by adding another island a few kilometers
from the main one, then we placed one NPC on that island and let it run for a while.
After clearing up a few bugs related to additive scene loading we could confirm that the
restrictions were working and no NPCs were trying to walk between the islands or
getting unavailable waypoints.



5. Tools

During the development of the dialogue system we stumbled upon a youtube video
about custom editors. This really changed everything regarding the dialogue system as
we could make it far more flexible and designer friendly.

5.1 Dialogue tools
The dialogue system definitely got the biggest tool base and made us both appreciate
the role of tool development. The system can automatically generate new dialogue
game objects through custom buttons and it also supports text backups. It really helps
the designer to quickly write dialogue when they can quickly go between dialogue
events through buttons rather than manually searching the dialogue tree.

We had to rework the tools after adding localization and we realized we added some
unneeded features which was a good learning experience as we realized we got a bit
too excited when we started working on the tools.

Figure 5.1.1: The dialogue tool shown with dialogue in three languages.

5.2 World building tools
We also realized the waypoint system could be much better with some automation. We
made it report if the waypoint was outside the navigation mesh and also level it self to
the terrain even though the NPC ignored the height of the waypoints, it just looked
cleaner when they were leveled with the ground.



We also utilized many scripts to help us with the graphical side of the project. One of
them assigned the appropriate materials to the generated level of detail model, Another
one disabled all doors and windows so that we could quickly get them out of the way
before baking buildings which was a big part of the optimization process.

5.3 Personality Tool.
The personality tool is a small tool that attaches to the civilian personality component, It
allows a designer to quickly personalize each NPC. If the designer has no personality
planned out the randomized button can shuffle all the personality values.

Figure 5.3.1: Personality attributes and tool



6. Humanoid behavior
In this chapter we will look at how we implemented realistic humanoid behavior, this is
perhaps the biggest and most important feature part of the whole project. We modified
these behaviors depending on various factors in relation to each NPCs personality and
connections between NPCs. This is where our instructor’s knowledge became crucial as
he provided knowledge, resources and feedback on the prototype itself.

At the start of the project we implemented some basic gestures and salutations blindly,
mainly just for setup and testing purposes, We had one NPC that would stand in a fixed
location and would wave at the player once they approached. Soon we got tired of
getting a wave every single time we approached and that is when we started working on
logic based behaviors based on realistic values.

6.1 Inverse Kinematics
One of our most important methods of expression was mixing animations with custom
movements and rotations to mimic human body language. This was achieved by using
Inverse Kinematics via the animation rigging package provided by Unity. Inverse
kinematics is the process of reversing the direction of chain manipulation which is often
used in robotics but is also seen a lot in video games, For example keeping an avatar’s
legs on the ground or making them look in a specific direction dynamically f.e. It is most
often shortened as IK and is vital to getting dynamic movement for video game avatars
but is not limited to that. We utilized the Inverse Kinematics rigging package mostly to
control NPCs heads to allow them to gaze upon the player.



Figure 6.1.1: Inverse Kinematics before applying axis constraints

6.2 Personality
All the NPCs have custom personalities, this was designed by sorting personality traits
with values from one to ten. We decided to use this method because we wanted two
different NPCs who could be just as friendly to the player but have other different habits
such as going for a walk versus sitting on a bench all day.

We use these values to calculate chances for each state. For example if a civilian is
lazy then there is a higher chance that he takes a seat on a bench versus a civilian that
is not lazy.



These values are also used to calculate how long a civilian gazes at a player when
passing. If a civilian is shy then he looks at a player for a very short time, never more
than 1.5 seconds. If a civilian looks for more than 1.5 second they are not shy and are
interested to talk to the player (Thordarson & Vilhjálmsson, 2016). In our reality a
person rarely looks at another person while passing for more than 3 seconds and
because of that the civilians do not look at a player for more than that.

Figure 6.2.2: Civilian gazes at player



6.3 Salutations
Greeting salutations is an everyday human behavior. For our AI system we focused a lot
on distance salutation and close salutation. The NPCs wave from a distance at the
player and other NPCs that they have a connection with. Sometimes they may start
chatting with another NPC that they pass and know. In our reality a distance salutation
exchange may be just that or it can lead to further interactions (Kendon, 1990), so of
course we wanted to implement that behavior to our AI system.

As mentioned before we use the personality traits to calculate behavior for the NPCs.
We used simple logics for deciding if the NPC waves towards another actor, e.g. if the
NPC has a value of more than 3 - 4 in the ((extrovert stat + friendliness) / 2) formula
they wave, not placing an exact value for waving is because of some added
randomness to the value threshold as we did not want NPCs to always react the same
way every time they get approached. Of course the extremely friendly NPCs will always
wave using this method but the characters on the verge between introvert and extrovert
may rock between waving or not waving. The NPCs also give off a tiny wave when
leaving a discussion indicating the conversation has ended.

When the NPCs decide to talk they engage in a close salutation. They move to a
distinct location just as people do in reality (Kendon, 1990). In this case the NPCs start
walking towards each other until there is approximately 2 meters between them. When
they reach their destination they stop and get ready to chat, e.g. they rotate a little bit
from each other. In this case that means that the close salutation is over and the
chatting state has started.



Figure 6.3.1: Michael the blacksmith waves at Lucas the fisherman. Right after the picture is
taken Lucas waves back

6.4 Routines
Our civilians follow a routine based on basic everyday human life. It is split into three
parts, work, recreation and sleep. The length of each routine can be easily modified to
customize each NPC, e.g. if an NPC works night shifts a designer can adjust sleep
times and work hours. The recreation part of the simulation fills up whatever space is
left before the cycle restarts.

6.4.1 Sleep routine
The sleep routine is probably the simplest state out of all the roaming states, it simply
checks the time every few seconds to check if it’s bed time for the NPC. If the time is
between the sleep time and wakeup time which is set in the civilian AI component then
the NPC goes home to bed. But it’s important to keep in mind that the states are
hierarchical, meaning that the work state overrules the sleep states and the sleep state
overrides the recreational states. That means the NPC can only go to bed if work has
concluded for that day. Then a really nice animation of the NPC face planting in the bed
is played and communication between them other NPCs and players are unavailable.



Figure 6.4.1.1: Dwight sleeps throughout most of the day because he is lazy

6.4.2 Work routine
Like the sleep routine the NPCs have two attribute fields where a designer can adjust
work hours. For an NPC to have a job they need to be assigned to a workplace. In that
workplace we have support for multiple NPCs and multiple jobs in each workplace. The
most common job was definitely the cashier position but we had some other jobs, e.g.
baker, blacksmith and a fisherman. The workplaces have multiple points so you can
have a baker for example going between cutting bread and filling the oven or a
blacksmith using the anvil outside and then going inside the shop to restock. The NPCs
that don't have work are entirely exempt from dealing with the work state machine and
just stay in the recreational state unitil going to sleep. Some of the workplaces require
tools such as a fishing pole. We made it so that on each workstation point there can be
a tool selected which the NPC picks up.



Figure 6.4.1.2: Michael working the forge.

6.4.3 Recreational routine
This routine is the most common. It is not activated unless there are no other routines
active. Most of the NPCs that had work places spent the day at work and the evenings
in the town doing things such as sitting, chatting with others or taking a stroll,
sometimes they even go to vistas to take a look at something like a fountain or the
ocean. This is the only routine that allows the NPC to chat to each other, the other
routines allow communication between the player and NPC in routine at the moment
with the sole exception of when the NPC falls asleep.

6.4.4 Chatting routine
The chatting routine comes in as the second smallest routine next to the sleeping
routine but it was one of the most complex. It oversees both NPC to NPC conversations
and also conversation with the player. Chatting with the player is really simplistic in
terms of programming, we pause the current action and play animations appropriate for
the current discussion with the player, but when discussing with another NPC we had to
do some innovation within the project to get it working. Every NPC has an identical ID
which we talked about earlier and that ID will decide which NPC leads the chat. The
leader can decide the length, which starts, and how long each NPC talks.



6.5 Connections
Every time the executable of the simulation is started, we run a randomized connection
algorithm that simulates the relationships of a small village. We also added three
different levels of connections that would display the level of the relationship such as the
value of 0 is acquaintance to the value of 3 which is best friend. The only real function
that the connections gave us in the end was to determine if civilians would engage in
chat and if they would wave at each other in the distance. Given more time we would
have loved to include more features depending on connection level levels and even
allowing the connection level to change depending on how many times the civilians
would approach each other.

Figure 6.5.1: The faint blue debug line drawn between the two civilians tells us they have a
connection of some levels. Both individuals show a couple of connections to other civilians
offscreen.

6.6 Body Language
The body language is perhaps the best way to communicate personality and state of the
NPC to the player. We tried to connect an animation to every reaction to ensure the
player could read the state of each NPC at all times, for example if the NPC is talking or
listening to another NPC.



In addition to this we wanted the player to be able to tell from a distance what is
happening to each NPC or rather what that NPC was doing and we achieved this
largely by scaling up animations so that we could get grander expressions through the
added weight of the movements as the third person player camera adds some distance
between the player character and NPCS that can making reading human expression a
little harder.

Here the movement of hands, wrists and shoulders was crucial when mimicking a
human during a casual chat and we also had the speaker breaking eye contact when
speaking while the listening NPC glances at the speaker. This was inspired by the
following:

“Taking or requesting turns most often coincides with breaking eye contact (Argyle and
Cook 1976) while raising hands into gesture space (Kendon 1990)“ (Tanenbaum, J.,
El-Nasr, M. S., & Nixon, M., 2014, p. 258).

Figure 6.6.1: Robert uses hand gestures towards as he asks Karen to reiterate and breaks eye
contact, Meanwhile Karen looks at Robert as he speaks.



We achieved this by stuffing a lot of animations into a few blend tree’s and then
randomly choosing new animations each time an NPC started listening or talking. We
worked a lot on smoothing out the transitions to make the animations flow smoothly and
after a lot of iterations we stopped seeing any jittering which was occurring early on.

The gaze and glance of the NPCs were one of the first detailed systems we worked on.
Depending on the personality of the NPCs they can glance or gaze which is calculated.
The calculation takes the extrovert value with the friendly value and divides it to get a
one to ten value. Again this accounts for some randomness to avoid repetitiveness.

Mouth flapping animations are really important when it comes to selling this virtual
reality to a player so we made the civilians mouth random letters depending on dialogue
or when engaged in a chat with another NPC.

We really wanted to make facial animations that reflected the personality of a civilian, so
we connected the personality to the facial expression so if the civilian is friendly or
social then they are more likely to smile during the long range salutation and the start of
the chat routine. We also added the support to blend a facial animation with the
dialogue but it often got blended with the mouth flapping and was hard to distinguish.

The position of the NPCs during a discussion is based on the F-formation system.
Where we utilized the L Shape for our discussions (A in figure 6.5.1). This was a
suggestion by our instructor and really took the discussion to the next level. It involves a
little randomness to the rotation (as seen in figure 6.5.2) which is a common factor of
the project so far.

Figure 6.6.1: The F formation system
Tong, Lili & Serna, Audrey & Pageaud, Simon & George, Sébastien & Tabard, Aurélien. (2016)



Figure 6.6.2: Demonstrating the random rotation during discussion, so civilians are in L-shape
formation

But we have only mentioned discussion, We also have sitting behavior and animations
for the viewing state like gazing into the nature/ocean and also browsing in stores.

We used two different animations for simulating personality when approached. The
civilians with lower values in friendliness and social skills slouch and don't look too
happy to see the player while the other half smiles and shows a more open posture.



Figure 6.6.3: Dwight nods his head as he is approached by a player, looks pretty friendly.

The last of the animations connected to movement are found in the work routine where
the NPCs can have different animations depending on which work they have. Like the
fisherman has a special reeling animation while the blacksmith goes back and forth two
different animations.



Figure 6.6.4: Grant slouches when he is approached by a player, not that friendly at all.



7. Performance

As the project grew and especially when we started more and more NPCs we noticed
that the FPS was steadily decreasing. This is an issue Hrafnkell also faced in the
summer of 2021 during another civilian AI project so the team was determined to
ensure high frame rates during testing. We found out the main culprit to be the
blendshape animations on the NPCs (and also the player character).

Figure 7.1: Performance stats after multiple optimization passes. Batches went down from 3000
to 878 from this viewpoint.

7.1 Central Processor Optimizations
When updating the facial animations the blend shapes were running some pretty
expensive loops that were calling expensive mesh operations each time and what was
worse is that all the loops were of the type foreach which was generating a lot of
garbage that was causing spikes when the garbage collector came around. These
functions could most likely be optimized by caching some of the expensive function calls
but we solved this by simply turning off the facial updates if they happen over 15 meters
from the camera.



Another small improvement was the disabling NPC animator in distance and more
importantly when outside the screen frustum.

This first batch of optimizations of blendshapes gave us over 50% FPS gain on average
and over the whole project was one of the two biggest improvements. We still felt that
the fps drop was way too big when entering the town so our next attempt at improving
performance introduced delayed updates. Decreasing the update rate of the roaming
state from each frame to three times per second (best case scenario). We saw a
decrease of 0.7% in the cpu usage on that particular script. Keep in mind that 0.7% is
relative to the total usage of all the scripts that Unity runs and not the total of the cpu.
This felt too miniscule so we rolled back as this introduced some bugs related to rotation
that required the update function to run continuously, but definitely something we will
add later on when we have time to refactor the more vulnerable states.

So everything mentioned up to this point regarding performance decreased
unnecessary cpu usage. Now we will discuss what we did to increase GPU usage.

7.2 Graphic Processor Optimizations
For the house models we are using a premade housing package made by an artist we
work with from time to time. We noticed that disabling all the houses increased the
frame rate a lot. As an example we were seeing around a hundred fps when looking
away from the town but standing inside of it we were seeing around sixty frames max.

We also realized the vertex count of the village was way too high, Around ten million
vertices. So we asked the artist to reduce the vertex count especially on the back faces
of the roof. Essentially the inside of the roof tiles were modeled which was completely
unnecessary as nobody was going to be seeing inside of them. The vertex count went
down by 75% but the frame went up by only about 3-4% which was disappointing but a
small improvement nonetheless. We decided to do some research regarding
optimization in game engines trying to find the culprit behind this big fps drop and then
we realized our draw call count was way too high. We initially thought that building the
houses modularly would be okay as they were marked as static but that didn't cut it. We
looked into third party assets and decided on trying one called Easy Mesh Combiner.
That asset has a setting that allows the user to take each color of a “house” for example
and then the asset generates a palette and forces all the meshes to use the same
material using that pallet resulting in a whole building using one material but retaining all
the color, the only downside to this is if you want some parts to retain their shader
attributes such as smoothness or metallic you can not include it in this baking process.



This took our frame rate from a maximum of 62 frames in town to between 75 and 90
frames. This means a town with 14 buildings and 20 residents barely makes a dent in
the performance.

At this point in the optimization process we were very satisfied with it as we didn't feel
the frame rate going down the sink as the player walked into town.

Other graphical improvements included putting level of detail components on the doors
and windows. The windows for example use four materials and we are unable to bake
the window like we did with the houses as the windows can be opened and closed and
must remain as a loose part of the structure.

So as the player travels further from the player we remove parts of the windows and
doors which reduces the vert counts and draw calls and at the furthest lod state we
completely replace the windows and doors with primitive cubes which are marked static.



8. User Testing and Results

Half way through the project we began thinking about how we wanted to test the
simulation. We thought “obviously we want to know if going this deep into the civilian
system is worth our time” thus this became the question we sought to answer. We
ended up with an AB test which featured the A version as the normal version we have
been working on, but the B version had all connections severed and no NPCs interacted
with each other. We wanted to know whether the connection the civilians had with each
other had an effect on the tester and if so we wanted to know what value it brought the
tester as a player.

8.1 The test environment
We went through a few different iterations of test builds. At first we thought about giving
all the players a goal, the first we came up with was to task the player with finding a
missing pet which would involve asking the NPCs if they have seen said pet. The next
idea was to have a broken windmill that required the testers to find a lever to pull that
world and restart it, again through the help of the NPCs. In the end we decided to not
complicate the test with any gameplay-like tasks. Instead we decided to ask the players
to spend a day in the test town and observe and communicate with the civilians.

8.2 Questionnaire
We set up a questionnaire for the testers to answer. The testers answered those
questions two times, after testing each version. To get good and valid results we used
The Temple Presence Inventory (TPI) created by Matthew Lombard, Theresa B. Ditton
and Lisa Winstein. This TPI is a set of questionnaire items used to measure dimensions
of (tele)presence. The Temple Presence Inventory has been validated using traditional
psychological measurements procedures, it has been tested and it can be used with
most media and media content. Our instructor Hannes told us about this questionnaire
which he found a good fit for our user testing, we agreed.

We set the questionnaire up in a google form. That way it was easy for the tester to
answer them.



Figure 8.2.1: Few questions from the google form

8.3 Conducting the tests
We could only finish six usertests, making sure that we had some try version A first and
others version B to ensure the best results. Each test was quite long both inside the
simulation and also for testers to answer the questionnaire twice and of course go
through echo of the test builds twice.

The tests went smoothly for the most part, some of the testers that did not identify as
gamers had some difficulty when it came to movement and went straight for the arrow
keys instead of the WASD keyset. We had one minor bug which happened when slower
machines loaded the player before the island and town were loaded resulting in the
player falling through the ground, but each time we asked the players to jump once
which placed the player in the right spot. We realize now that fleshing out the gamepad
support might be a good idea in the future before having testers test a project that has
controls meant for gamers.



Most of the non gamers had some minor difficulty with controls as mentioned before,
but they also had some issues with keeping focused on the task of observing the NPCs,
two of them started looking at the ocean and finally went for a swim. Commenting on
how good it looked. Very good for our ego and the video game in the future but not
really relevant for this project.

8.4 Feedback and results
We had a lot of feedback besides looking at the questionnaire, just by watching the
testers during the test and talking about the project with them afterwards. The more
experienced gamers seemed to appreciate the civilians much more than the casual and
non gamers which felt quite nice. They agreed with us that they rarely see NPCs with
routines in games and even mention new games that only had static NPCs.

If we compare the results of the A and B versions, we can see that the testers are
actually seeing a difference! This proves our efforts over the last few months were not in
vain. We are using a validated questionnaire which shares a lot of elements with our
project though some questions don’t seem all that related. So we will cherry pick for
demonstration purposes.

figure 8.4.1: Test results.



Let's start by discussing one of the questions asked in the figure above (figure 8.4.1).

To what extent did you experience a sense of being there inside the environment
you saw/heard?

We can see that the answers came out very similarly but on average we are seeing that
the A version is giving us approximately 7.1% higher scores. This does not tell us all
that much but still it is better. This was the case with most of the questions.

To what extent did you feel you could interact with the person or people you
saw/heard?

This result from this question is very similar to the last one we discussed. Coming in
with the A version at 7.2% better scores.

It’s highly likely that if we had made our own custom questionnaire we could see a
bigger distinction in those numbers but of course it would not be validated. With the A
version coming on top in almost every question it’s becoming clear that NPCs with
connections between each other matters more than NPCs with none

What told us the most in search of answering our question were definitely the accidental
think out loud method, what I mean by that is that the testers were very vocal about
everything happening which gave us a really good insight into what the testers were
experiencing.

Figure 8.4.2: Gaming habits of the testers.



As is seen in figure 8.4.2 we can see that we have some diversity in the user group
though it is dominated by everyday gamers. As we have mentioned before we saw
much more appreciation and attention to details by the gamers which contained more
than half of the testers.

Figure 8.4.3: Dead - Lively question.

We noticed that most of the testers rated the “Dead - Lively question” question shown in
Figure 8.4.3 much higher in the A version. We also thought this was one of the most
fitting questions from the questionnaire.

The open questions were really interesting. We asked the following question: “Anything
you would like to mention?”.

Figure 8.4.4: Open Questions.



One constructive feedback that one tester mentioned is seeing the same hand
movements over and over. This is a feature we cut but really wanted to add a guard that
banned the same moment twice in a row which might have mitigated this issue.

Another tester that we did not test in person apparently completed the test and had a
favorite NPC at the end then apparently proceeded to exit the test area in an attempt to
play the game.

Our favorite feedback was given when discussion with a tester after testing both
versions was that they thought the NPCs were much more inviting in version A than in
version B meaning that only making the NPCs warmer to each other, he felt the same
warmth and so felt more welcomed.



9. Related Works
Now we are going to look at video games that have similar civilian AI systems. Most of
these are in the form of video games and have influenced us in ways but all of these
were very successful in their respective genre but what separates our selections is how
important the civilian AI was to the gameplay itself.

9.1 Related video games
We are going to take a look at the video games that feature a civilian AI system of some
kind or even the illusion of a routine based system.

9.1.1 Oblivion
Oblivion was the first thing that sprang to mind when we were thinking about the Civilian
AI systems but after digging deeper it became apparent that the whole AI framework is
actually from Skyrim’s predecessor Oblivion and is called radiant AI. Radiant AI is a goal
based AI system meaning the NPCs have needs and tasks, they are then responsible
for fulfilling these tasks, sometimes on their own which caused a lot of funny bugs
during development which caused the development team to scale it back. This is a
really good point about how powerful it is, especially when one considers how old
oblivion is in terms of modern gaming and nothing coming close since its release. Of
Course the system is remembered as having a lot of bugs because of all the memes
people have made after encountering edge cases but that in our opinion is to be
expected when dealing with a system of that scale.

9.1.2 The Legend Of Zelda: Twilight princess
A great nostalgia of many gamers is fishing in ordon village, this is not at all limited to us
members of the team and we were shocked to find out how many online threads
mentioned hanging out in this village in TLOZ: Twilight princess. We felt the town was
really active and everyone was moving around with their own routines. The funniest part
is that there are no routines in the town even though it really feels like it to the player.
The NPC have fixed points and only one of them is moving between locations inside the
village. However, This village inspired us to make our own system with routines.

9.1.3 Stardew Valley
This title has a really robust and immersive yet simple routine system. The civilians can
be found in different locations throughout the day, stardew valley does not focus on
making behaviors very random or dynamic but focuses mainly on interactions with the



player. We got inspired by the personality of each NPC of the game and used that as a
guideline for our game. We downloaded the game and tried to guess each NPCs
personality and then went into the documentation of the game to check if our guesses
were correct. This process helped us decide which personality traits we thought the
players would detect when interacting with our system.



10. Closing Thoughts
Now that the research project is reaching its end and we have discussed the process
thoroughly. We would like to discuss what aspects of the project went according to plan
and what aspects did not, What our research and testing taught us and if we
accomplished all of our original goals.

10.1 Did personality really matter in the end?
Our answer to that question is…sometimes. This does not come as a surprise as we
went quite deep with all the attributes but it was clear during some unofficial tests that
players were surprised that everyone was quite rude. However the randomized dialogue
for example is really useful for quickly making new NPCs or even generating randomly
generated civilians. It was also really fun to see the NPCs react differently when the
player approached them which told us quickly what their personality was.

10.2 Were connections between NPCs worth it?
The answer to this is also sometimes but it leans more into the yes, that is because
most of the testers that regularly played games instantly noticed when NPCs were
talking to each other. This was the highlight of the whole project as it felt as if it
surprised the testers and something they didn't take for granted. But the part that
mattered less was the connections between themselves and the NPCs and the
connection level. It's useful to reduce cluttering as it puts some restraint on who chats
with each other thus reducing traffic when everyone in the townsquare is talking at the
same time, but the players and us had almost no way to know if NPCs were connected
or not. Perhaps in a game where you spend all the time with a few NPCs the player
could realize but still it didn't come off as an important feature, or even needed at all in
some cases. But going forward with the project we decided to leave it as it is because
it’s good for quick iterations and designing the towns so that NPCs don't engage in
conversations too often.

10.2 Road bumps and “growth gain”!
We had a bunch of road bumps during this project. The problem that stole most of our
time actually had nothing to do with the AI itself, this particular problem had to do with
the update rate of the main camera and was causing a lot of weird jittering which was
unacceptable in our opinion. Other issues include working with the built in navmesh. But



every single problem we had was met with new knowledge. For example we believe we
finally understand how to smoothly set up a camera with any type of character controller
and all the navmesh problems were eventually solved but what saved us there is the
new navagent component based system. Something we had never done before this
project was making tools which surprisingly became a passion of ours, we really saw
the value in making tools for complex systems and we will definitely use a lot in the
future, reading about the lack of tool developers over the years is definitely puzzling to
us, perhaps more developers should try to make tools they might come to like it.
We went into this project not knowing exactly what we wanted to work on, just that it
had to do with Civilian AI. But now after reading a lot of Kendon and gazing at delicious
C# code every single night we feel proud that we are at least trying to innovate in a
sense and have a civilian simulation based on actual research.
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